Rookie Corner - 144
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Across
1 Heading
immediately over to
the other side (6)
4 By the sound of it
Jim's in charge of
having a good
digestion (6)
9 Apparently used to
fire Cupid's arrow at
boyfriend (4)
10 Practices catches in
royal society (10)
11 Kate's rule is revised
to run out of cover
(6)
12 Made a list of the
brides I met
including some on
the way back (8)
13 It cuts one out at
birth to be an
imperialist (9)

27

15 Almost shoot up to
the point where you
fire (4)
16 Bloods group (4)
17 Does it protect you
from flatulence on
holiday ? (9)
21 Doctor can yell
about losing last pill
in wash (3-5)

27 Mineral primarily
gets you plaster
source, usually
mixed (6)
Down
1 Sailor's further from
the outside (2,5)
2 Wine that could
make a girl blush (5)

22 After work one
ingested drug (6)

3 Lineker perhaps gets
a match (7)

24 Lewd party leader
with common sense
(10)

5 The Spanish goddess
departs in high
spirits (6)

25 Farmyard noise
heard from an empty
pen? (4)

6 One giving evidence
reports irritable
discharge (9)

26 One believes
German is after
article (6)

7 Pass list broadcast
by Siobhan for
example (7)
8 Bathe in jail to
disperse film (3,7,3)
14 Put ones name down

for replacements.
The fifth copy? (9)
16 First rate flirt carried
away by plane
operation (7)
18 Calls in to see how
hat becomes bus
(5,2)
19 Opposite to how
Caesar's friend may
appear in an
alphabetical list (7)
20 Special talent for
extracting oil
initially from
igneous rocks (6)
23 God's marriage
agreement starts to
look secure (5)

